
Onsite Training Packages for Guided Math 
Guided Math is a format that trains teachers on techniques to use guided math groups to teach 
differentiated lessons based on student’s skills and state standards.  This framework can be 
utilized with any math textbooks. It integrates large group mini-lessons, small guided math 
groups, and interactive Engaged Math Activities to teach mathematical thinking skills.  Students 
also practice review skills and math fact computation daily. 
 
Professional Development Day    6 hour on-site trainings  
This full day training includes: 
Changes in math teaching from traditional to Guided Math format 
Rotation schedules 
Focused Large Group mini-lessons 
Using data to drive instruction for each group based on math standards and differentiation 
Exact details about Guided Math Groups including pictures and videos 
Planning for Guided Groups and different levels of students 
Engaged Math Activities that promote complete math understanding (Some will be given       out to teachers 
according to their grade level for immediate use in the classroom) 
Spiraling Review on a daily basis 
Multiple Assessments: uses and purposes 
List of questions to ask during lessons to promote math thinking 
Management procedures and tips 
How to keep up with the grading 
Specific details to integrate Guided Math with your curriculum resources/mapping 
Appendices of resources 
Time for teachers to begin planning Guided Math lessons with guidance from presenter 
Daily and Weekly Lesson Planning forms 
Certificate for PGPs or CPDUs 
Ongoing support through email, phone, and website updates 
*Note* You will be sent the workshop manual and Engaged Math Activities (by grade level) to print off for every 
teacher.  Professional Development Workshops will follow the outline, but will be customized to fit your district’s 
needs. (items to be customized: schedules, spiral review, technology activities, and integration of your curricular 
resources)   
 
I agree to these terms of this contract for Guided Math professional development for my staff.  Bauer Educational 
Enterprises LLC has signed below and will provide one presenter for that date, barring any natural acts of God that 
prohibit it. School District is bound by the same terms.  Workshops cannot be cancelled by said school corporation 
after the contract is signed.  Partial payment will be expected on day of workshops, or if paying with purchase order, 
within 30 days of the workshop dates.  By signing below, these terms are enacted for both parties and the above dates 
are reserved for your school district. 
 
______________________________, signature    Angela Bauer, Bauer Educational Enterprises LLC 
 
_____________________________________, printed name  1795 North State Road 9, Columbia City, IN. 46725 
 
_____________________________________, school district  (260) 740-6698 
 
_____Two workshop: Grades 3-5 on Aug. 8 and K-2nd grades on Aug. 13. for 30 staff 
members per workshop (Total of 60 staff for both days)  plus 60 books and travel expenses. Price 
= $8500 
 


